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Unipolar spin diodes and transistors
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Unipolar devices constructed from ferromagnetic semiconducting materials with variable
magnetization direction are shown theoretically to behave very similarly to nonmagnetic bipolar
devices such as thep-n diode and the bipolar~junction! transistor. Such devices may be applicable
for magnetic sensing, nonvolatile memory, and reprogrammable logic. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1348317#
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Until recently the emerging field of magnetoelectron
has focused on magnetic metals for conducting compone1

Multilayer magnetoelectronic devices, such as giant mag
toresistive~GMR!2 and magnetic tunnel junction~MTJ!3–5

devices, have revolutionized magnetic sensor technology
hold promise for reprogrammable logic and nonvolat
memory applications. The performance of these devices
proves as the spin polarization of the constituent mate
approaches 100%, and thus there are continuing effort
find 100% spin-polarized conducting materials.

Doped magnetic semiconductors are a promising dir
tion towards such materials, for the band-width of the oc
pied carrier states is narrow. For example, for nondegene
carriers and a spin splitting of 100 meV the spin polarizat
will be 98% at room temperature. To date high-temperat
(TCurie.100 K) ferromagnetic semiconductors such
Ga12xMnxAs are effectivelyp doped.Semimagnetic n-doped
semiconductors like BeMnZnSe, however, have already b
shown to be almost 100% polarized~in the case of BeMn-
ZnSe in a 2 Texternal field at 30 K!.6 Both resonant tunnel
ing diodes7 and light-emitting diodes8 have been demon
strated which incorporate one layer of ferromagne
semiconductor. It is inevitable that devices incorporat
multiple layers of ferromagnetic semiconducting mater
will be constructed.

Motivated by this possibility, we have investigated t
transport properties of specific device geometries based
multilayers of spin-polarized unipolar doped semicond
tors. Previous theoretical work in this area includes s
transport in homogeneoussemiconductors9,10 and calcula-
tions of spin filtering effects in superlattices.11 Our interest
here is on the nonlinear transport properties, particularly
behavior of thechargecurrent, of two- and three-layer he
erostructures. We focus on two device geometries, which
simplicity we will assume are uniformlyn doped~p doped
devices behave similarly, but with opposite sign of t
charge current!. The first, which will be referred to as a sp
diode, consists of two layers with antiparallel majority ca
rier spin polarization and is in many ways similar to the M
devices based on metals. The second is a three-layer con
ration with alternating majority carrier spin polarizatio
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which will be referred to as a spin transistor. These devi
could function in a similar way to GMR or MTJ devices, i
which the resistance of the device changes due to a chan
the magnetization direction of one layer. As the parallel co
figuration ~or ‘‘low-resistance state’’! would be of higher
resistance than that of the GMR or MTJ devices, these
vices would match better the typical impedance levels
conventional semiconducting technology.

The aspects of these devices we will emphasize in
letter, however, are the presence ofchargecurrent gain in the
spin transistor and the sensitivity of this gain to magne
field. Specifically, theI –V characteristics—unlike those o
devices based on magnetic metals—are inherently nonlin
which allows the amplification of spin-polarized charge cu
rent. This suggests new modes of operation of these dev
in reprogrammable logic, nonvolatile memory, and magne
sensing.

In our presentation of the current–voltage characteris
of the spin transistor, we will frequently allude to a fund
mental analogy between unipolar ferromagnetic semicond
tors and nonmagnetic bipolar materials. This analogy is b
visualized in the relationship between a spin diode and
traditionalp-n diode. Shown in Fig. 1~a! are the band edge
of the conduction and valence band for a traditionalp-n
diode in equilibrium. The quasifermi levels are shown
dashed lines. To assist in exploring the analogy with the s
diode, Fig. 1~b! shows the energies of the elementary carri
in those bands: conduction electrons and valence holes.
unfamiliar diagram is obtained merely by noting that t
energy of a hole in the valence band is the negative of
energy of the valence electron~relative to the chemical po
tential!. We introduce Fig. 1~b! in order to point out the
similarities with the band edges for the spin diode. Shown
Fig. 1~c! are those band edges, which are also the car
energies. Just as for thep-n diode, in the unipolar spin diode
the majority carriers on one side are the minority carriers
the other side.

A major difference, however, is that the two types
carriers in thep-n diode have an opposite charge, whereas
the spin diode they have the same charge. One implicatio
this is that in thep-n diode the interface between the laye
is a charge depletion layer whereas in the spin diode t
interface is aspin depletion layer. The strong spin–densi
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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gradient is maintained by the gradient of a self-consist
exchange field.12 Another major difference resulting from th
charges of the carriers is the way the carrier energies s
under bias.

In thep-n diode under forward bias, the barriers for bo
valence hole and conduction electron transport across
junction are reduced. As shown in Figs. 1~d! and 1~e! this
leads to an increase in the conduction electron current to
left-hand side and the valence hole current to the right-h
side. Because the carriers have an opposite charge, bot
creases result in an increased charge current to the right-
side. For the spin diode, only the barrier for spin up electr
moving to the left-hand side is reduced—the barrier for s
down electrons moving to the right-hand side is increas
The charge current is thus directed to the right-hand side
the spin current to the left-hand side. Under reverse bias
barriers for carrier transport are both increased in thep-n
diode @Figs. 1~g! and 1~h!#, yielding rectification of the
charge current. For the spin diode@Fig. 1~i!#, one barrier is
reduced and the other increased. Thus, the charge curre
not rectified but the spin current is. Applying analogous
sumptions to the Shockley assumptions for an ideal dio
we find the charge current densityJq and the spin curren
densityJs depend on the voltageV according to

Jq52qJ0 sinh~qV/kT!, ~1!

Js52\J0 sinh2~qV/2kT!, ~2!

whereJ05Dnm /Lm , q is the electron charge,V is the volt-
age,k is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the temperature,\ is the
Planck’s constant,D is the diffusion constant,nm is the mi-
nority carrier density, andLm is the minority spin diffusion
length. The resulting spin polarization of the current is

P5~2qJs /\Jq!5tanh~qV/2kT!. ~3!

FIG. 1. Standard and carrier energy diagrams for a traditionalp-n diode vs
unipolar spin diode under equilibrium conditions~a!–~c!, forward bias~d!–
~f!, and reverse bias~g!–~i!.
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Thus the spin polarization approaches unity asV gets large,
and approaches 0 for smallV. The relative directions of the
charge and spin currents are shown in Fig. 1 for the case
forward and reverse bias.

For ease of use as components in integrated circuit
magnetoelectronic device should allow for magnetic mani
lation of the charge current gain—to achieve this we desc
the spin transistor, shown in Fig. 2. Analyzing this structu
in a similar way to a bipolar nonmagnetic transistor, the c
lector current density is

I C52
qJ0

sinh~W/L !
@~e2qVEB /kT21!

2~e2qVCB /kT21!cosh~W/L !#

2qJ0@eqVCB /kT21# ~4!

and the emitter current is

I E52
qJ0

sinh~W/L !
@~e2qVEB /kT21!cosh~W/L !

2~e2qVCB /kT21!#1qJ0@eqVEB /kT21#. ~5!

The base width isW, the voltage between emitter and base
VEB,0 , and the voltage between collector and base isVCB

.0 . The base current isI B5I E2I C . WhenW/L is small,
I B!I C , which is the desired situation for transistor operati
~current gainI C /I B@1!.

The ‘‘emitter efficiency’’ g, defined as the ratio of the
majority spin–direction charge currentI E↓ to the total emit-
ter currentI E ,13 is 12eqVEB /kT and thus very close to one
However, in contrast to bipolar nonmagnetic transistors,
‘‘collector multiplication factor’’ M, defined as the ratio be
tween the full collector currentI C and the majority spin–
direction charge currentI C↓ ,13 is given by

M511sinh~W/L !eq@VCB1VEB#/kT, ~6!

which is close to 1 only ifW/L is small.
Thus, we have shown that it should be possible to p

gram a logical circuit which behaves like a bipolar logic
circuit, using a uniformly doped unipolar magnetic materi
The ‘‘p’’-like regions correspond to regions with the magn
tization pointing one way (ẑ) and the ‘‘n’’-like regions cor-
respond to region with the magnetization pointing along2 ẑ.
Such logical circuits can include memory circuits, thus in
cating that nonvolatile memory can be constructed as we

We now turn to magnetic sensing applications. F
GMR and MTJ devices the sensing is performed by allow

FIG. 2. Carrier energy diagram for the unipolar spin transistor in the nor
active configuration.
P license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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the magnetization of one layer to rotate easily in the prese
of an external field, and observing the resistance change
course the spin diode could perform this way as well. T
spin transistor, however, can detect magnetic fields se
tively even when the magnetization direction of the semic
ductor layers is unchanged.

The effect of an external magnetic field on any section
the spin transistor is principally to shift the minority ban
edge. If the chemical potential is pinned by the external
cuit the majority band edge does not move significan
Thus the spin transistor is a minority-spin device~in contrast
to the ‘‘spin field-effect transistor,’’14 which is a majority-
spin device!. The collector and emitter currents in the pre
ence of magnetic fieldsBE , BB , andBC applied to the emit-
ter, the base, and the collector, respectively, are

I C52
qJ0

sinh~W/L !
$~e@2qVEB2gmBB#/kT21!1cosh~W/L !%

2qJ0$e
@qVCB1gmBC /kT#21%, ~7!

I E52
qJ0

sinh~W/L !
$~e@2qVEB2gmBB#/kT21!cosh~W/L !11%

2qJ0 . ~8!

Hereg is theg factor andm is the magnetic moment of th
electron. These currents dependexponentiallyon the mag-
netic fields applied to the base and the collector, but not
the emitter fieldBE . Materials such as BeMnZnSe haveg
factors close to 1000,6 thus yielding a change in current o
roughly 0.01% per gauss at room temperature, which is
in the linear region of the expansion of the exponentials
Eqs.~7! and~8!. However materials with still largerg factors
may yet be found~typical sensitivity of GMR devices is
1%/gauss!. We also note that an electrically isolated ma
netic field amplifier can be employed—namely a small m
netic element which is free to rotate in response to the ex
nal field, and can produce a larger field at the spin transi
base layer, or the base magnetization itself can be rotate

We now revisit the Shockley assumptions for an id
diode. These are~1! the bulk of the voltage drop takes plac
across the depletion region,~2! the Boltzmann approxima
tion for transport is valid,~3! the minority carrier densities
are small compared to majority carrier densities, and~4! no
generation currents exist in the depletion layer. Assump
~1! causes the greatest concern. The depletion region in
spin diode is very different than that of thep-n diode. In the
p-n diode, the thickness of the charge depletion region is
by the doping levels in the two regions and the band gap
the material. In the spin diode the spin depletion region
probably a Ne´el wall, and its thickness is set by the rat
between the magnetic anisotropy energy and the magn
stiffness. For optimal device performance of spin diodes
transistors, the domain wall should be very thin. In this lim
the spin of carriers passing through the domain wall will n
precess. When the domain wall is very thick, however,
electron spin will follow adiabatically the direction of th
macroscopic magnetization and the device will behave
an ordinary metallic conductor, where the voltage drop
uniformly distributed along the device. In the general ca
Downloaded 13 Jul 2010 to 128.206.162.204. Redistribution subject to AI
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there is a finite probability that the electrons emerge from
spin depletion region with their spins flipped. We have an
lyzed this case and find that, due to the high resistivity of
no-spin–flip channel, the voltage drop still takes pla
mostly across the spin depletion region, unless the proba
ity of no-spin flip is utterly negligible. The latter case ca
occur if majority spin orientation carriers from one side
the junction can directly tunnel into the majority spin orie
tation band of the opposite side, as opposed to being t
mally excited above the exchange barrier into the mino
spin orientation band. If loss of spin coherence become
serious problem, the domain wall can be replaced by a n
magnetic region, as is currently done in MTJs. In the pr
ence of the nonmagnetic region, the relevant length is
spin coherence length, which can be quite long.

The remaining three assumptions are of less conc
Assumption~2! commonly holds in semiconductor device
so long as the applied voltage is not too large. If the s
splitting in the magnetic regions is sufficiently large com
pared to the operation temperature then assumption~3! will
hold. Assumption~4! relies on the spin coherence tim
greatly exceeding the transit time through the depletion
gion ~for the spin diode! or the base~for the spin transistor!.
Measurements of long spin coherence times in semicond
tors near room temperature15,16 indicate this assumption is
reasonable.
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